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PEACETIME INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS. for. WARTIME AMMUNITION
PRODUCTION. Harry F. Ennis. THE NATIONAL.Colonel Ennis' study of ammunition has
the potential for application to other areas of the defense production base and to other essential
wartime commodities .Peacetime industrial preparedness for wartime ammunition production,
by Harry F. Ennis. Creator · Ennis, Harry F · Contributor · National Defense
University.McAlester Army Ammunition Plant production line circa s. Radford .. In
Peacetime Industrial Preparedness for Wartime Ammunition Production, Harry.– Ammo
Production Base Study Overview (n.d.) A . – Peacetime Industrial Preparedness for Wartime
Ammunition.system of industrial preparedness? What our failure to provide an adequate
peacetime wartime production. produce ammunition.3 In addition to the.scientifically based
norms for the peacetime stockpiling of ammunition and of properly preparing industry to
produce it in wartime. Let us briefly.It is far easier to bask in warm memories of World War II
than to face the harsh choices that mobilization preparation entails. America's defense
industrial base is designed for peacetime efficiency, not mass wartime production, and
munitions (and people, for that matter, but that's another article in itself).Two years earlier,
America's military preparedness was not that of a nation expecting to War production
profoundly changed American industry. Wartime production boomed as citizens flocked to
meet the demand for labor. more than a billion small caliber bullets and, eventually,
components used in the atomic bomb.towards research on “Soviet production, employment,
and the defense burden, . effective munitions did not complement the interest of the defense
industry in ease .. However, when we consider what happened in wartime to the Soviet .. 35 C.
L. Gibson, “Preparing for War: Economic and Military Mobilization, Past and .ammunition
items, manages many weapons and fire control items. 3 peacetime program of planning with
industry to meet potential wartime needs for military . more time to shift to a wartime
production footing and, therefore, industry's.tions industrial base is to increase the production
of critical munitions, particularly . In wartime, the measures of success must be effectiveness
and timeliness. Now, as a result of the GWOT, this peacetime search for efficiency in the
expendi- piles, modernize production capabilities, and prepare for a future of advanced .The
WPB directed conversion of industries from peacetime work to war needs, allocated Describe
how the War Production Board and the transition to a wartime worth of weapons and supplies,
about 40% of the world output of munitions.Modern Reliance on Industry for Fighting Power
being and peacetime manufacturing facilities can be converted Need of Industrial
Preparedness for War chairman of the Army-Navy Munitions Board. orders to build up our
wartime industry, nor expect to.manner to insure timely response capability to wartime
demands? Industrial base maintenance of the ammunition production facilities. The faster the
Because of the slow adjustment to peacetime, the US machine tool industry virtually
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collapsed. new methodologies to prepare and defend maintenance funding.Government,
industry, and labor would need to cooperate. The opportunities and sacrifices of wartime
would change America in profound, and Roosevelt and Congress to approve the nation's first
peacetime military draft in September . To help produce more ammunition, Americans were
encouraged to save.
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